
The primary focus of the GPDF is, and always has been, to support LMCs. We’ve learned what is important to
you and what you need from the GPDF and we’ve developed a clear strategic plan. This document aims to
outline that plan. A strategic declaration of the vision we have for the GPDF to drive a new level of support for
LMCs across England, Scotland & Wales.

It builds on existing progress and aims to clarify the exact remit of the GPDF, as well as providing a platform for
accountability, transparency and impact. At the heart of the strategy is our on-going commitment to equality,
diversity and inclusion.

The development of this strategy follows a robust process, during which an external consultancy was engaged
and tasked with encapsulating the intent and ambition of the GPDF. The result is a culmination of everything we
know to be important to LMCs and it has been thoroughly assessed by the Board. This new summary of the
GPDF strategy helps clarify our role and the value we deliver to all quota-paying LMCs.

The publication of this strategic declaration is the beginning of an on-going process of measurement, evaluation
and, most importantly, impact. We’ll continue to develop and evolve the strategy as changing demands dictate
and in response to what you tell us.

We will set objectives and implement measures to hold ourselves to account for the delivery of this strategy,
including an annual LMC satisfaction survey to track our performance.

Our progress will be shared openly and transparently at suitable intervals, so you know exactly what to expect
from the GPDF and when.

Dr Douglas A Moederle-Lumb
Chair, GPDF

Purpose
The reason we exist

Vision
What success looks like

To advance the interests of LMCs in England, Scotland & Wales and 
through them the GPs they support

For every LMC and GP to be heard, respected and represented 
within the UK health system

To be more visible and influential as a fund for critical interventions, 
development programmes and voluntary collaborations amongst 
quota-paying LMCs, helping to  deliver better health outcomes for 

everyone

The GPDF supports equality, diversity and inclusion 
in all its activities

Mission
Our everyday focus

EDI Commitment

Introducing an updated strategy for the GPDF – one that sets out a 
more active role to provide LMCs with a greater level of support

OUR STRATEGIC INTENT



VOICE

To strengthen the voice of LMCs, their GPs 
and GPDF, at a nationally representative level
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How we’ll achieve it

• By ensuring the requirements, key messages and 
collective opinions of the LMC community are 
gathered

• By defining the optimal method of representation 
for LMCs, to ensure their voice is heard

• By maintaining a close working relationship with 
the BMA, and other partner organisations, ensuring 
on-going collaboration and financial support

KNOWLEDGE

To collect, assess and share 
information amongst LMCs
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How we’ll achieve it

• By standardising access to critical knowledge and 
documents for all LMCs

• By improving understanding amongst LMCs of the 
role of GPDF alongside other bodies, e.g. BMA

• By funding initiatives and research projects that 
improve the knowledge and effectiveness of LMCs

DEVELOPMENT

To increase the level of training & support for 
the development of all LMCs and their GPs
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How we’ll achieve it

• By helping LMC leaders develop the skills they 
need to manage LMC operations more effectively

• By encouraging new applications for LMC 
development initiatives that require GPDF funding

• By providing LMCs with funding for training 
courses to help their GPs develop the skills they 
need to progress

PROTECTION

To support and intervene on matters of 
national importance to LMCs and their GPs
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How we’ll achieve it

• By providing insight and thought leadership on 
issues & topics relevant to the profession

• By providing funding on behalf of LMCs, for 
appropriate legal cases that meet the specified 
criteria

• By providing support on matters of principle to 
help protect the reputation of the profession

Our Goals & Strategies
The specific ambitions of the GPDF have been organised into 6 specific goals. Each goal has supporting 
strategies that define the method and approach for how we will achieve each goal.

COMMUNITY

To promote a sense of unity amongst the 
LMC community
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How we’ll achieve it

• By supporting and funding annual LMC conferences 
and enable representation of GPs at conferences

• By increasing communication and collaboration 
between GPDF and LMCs to improve transparency 
and understanding

• By identifying and support opportunities where 
LMCs can come together to collaborate for the 
benefit of all

GOVERNANCE

To manage GPDF effectively, efficiently, 
economically and transparently
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How we’ll achieve it

• By stimulating effectiveness and accountability of 
the Board, employees and contractors

• By formalising internal processes, structures and 
ways of working to improve effectiveness and 
delivery of value

• By ensuring communication and transparency are 
fundamental to how GPDF operates


